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1. Salish Sea Stewards Challenge  

Section 1: For the teacher 

This will be the introduction to the entire curriculum. The Garden of the Salish Sea 

Curriculum (GSSC) begins with the Salish Sea Stewards Challenge. This challenge will take place 

during the entirety of the curriculum.  The challenge will be revisited at the end of the curriculum.  

To encourage participation in the Salish Sea Stewards Challenge, the class could do the 

challenge together while in school. Teachers should ask students about their Challenge on a regular 

basis during the unit (at the beginning and end of each week.) This will help them practice being 

stewards during and outside of school. 

● Guiding Question: What actions can we take with our families and communities to help 

protect the environment? 

● Key Concept: We can take responsibility for a healthy environment with actions and habits 

that can have positive impacts on the local scale. 

● Useful links:  

○ Salish Sea Watersheds Challenge paper -  Can be found online at: 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/540cdc7ce4b0dacce66959fe/t/58d018be2

9687f982c540a16/1490032832066/SalishSeaChallenge2017b.pdf; Map of Salish 

Sea (can be found at the end of this lesson);  

○ Videos:  

■ What is Carbon Footprint? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YseZXKfT_yY 

■ Water Pollution by Smart Learning for All 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93BqLewm3bA 

■ PBS Kids Eekoworld  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93BqLewm3bA  

○ PowerPoint slides - All About Shellfish 26-34 

 

Section 2: For the students 

 You will be learning about many different topics that are related to the Salish Sea.  Take a 

look at the map of the Salish Sea that is on the cover page of your GSSC Notebook.  What do you 

know about the Salish Sea? Do you know about any environmental problems that are affecting the 

Salish Sea? 

 The Salish Sea is facing two serious problems - water pollution and ocean acidification (a 

result of air pollution from carbon dioxide emissions).  Read about carbon dioxide emissions on this 

website (https://climatekids.nasa.gov/menu/carbons-travels/). Then, check out the Carbon Gallery 

(https://climatekids.nasa.gov/carbon-gallery/). What did you learn? What are carbon emissions? 

 Don’t worry, you can do something about it! You and your peers will learn how to be 

environmental stewards, which are people who take care of the environment and practice 

sustainable ways to help protect their environment for future generations.  

 How will you be an environmental steward and help protect the Salish Sea? You will be 

completing the Salish Sea Stewards Challenge! You will be taking this home and working on this 

with your families and communities. This challenge is an ongoing challenge and will last until at 

least to the end of the curriculum to help you and your families develop sustainable habits. 

http://www.gardensalishsea.org/
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Discussion questions:  

○ What do you know about the Salish Sea?  

○ Do you know about any environmental problems that are affecting the Salish Sea? 

○ What does it mean to be a steward? What will you do as stewards? 

 
Quick Look Lesson Chart 

LESSON NAME Salish Sea Stewards Challenge 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION 

What actions can we take with our families and communities to help 

protect water bodies and the marine environment? 

KEY CONCEPTS STUDENTS WILL 
ALSO LEARN 

SCIENCE INQUIRY SCIENCE 
VOCABULARY 

We can take 

responsibility for a 

healthy environment 

with actions and 

habits that can have 

positive impacts on 

the local scale. 

 

Water is 

interconnected 

around the world. 

 

Water connects living 

organisms and 

ecosystems around 

the world 

 

 

 

 

Students will identify 
and act on the 
different actions to 
help protect the 
environment. These 
actions can be done 
individually, with 
family, or with their 
communities.  
 
Students will develop 
a practice of 
environmental 
stewardship and 
sustainability.. They 
will choose and take 
actions in daily life to 
help protect the 
environment. 
 
Students are 
encouraged to engage 
their families and 
communities in this 
practice. 

Steward 

Conservation 

STANDARDS 

COMMON CORE 

STATE STANDARDS 

-CCSS.ELA-

LITERACY.W.5.2 

 

NEXT GENERATION 

SCIENCE STANDARDS 

-  5-ESS3-1:  

 

INTEGRATED 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

AND SUSTAINABILITY 

- Standard 3 

 

ASSESSMENTS 

Exit Ticket/Discussion 

- What does it mean to be a 

steward? What will they do 

as stewards? 

- What is the Salish Sea? 

- What is at least one 

problem the Salish Sea is 

facing? 

 

Exit ticket - completed 

Salish Sea Challenge 

discussion 

http://www.gardensalishsea.org/
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Lesson: Salish Sea Stewards Challenge 

 

Guiding Question: What actions can we take with our families and communities to help protect 

water bodies and the marine environment? 

 

Key Concepts 

 We can take responsibility for a healthy environment with actions and habits that can have 

positive impacts on the local scale. 

 

Standards 

Common Core State 

Standards 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.5.2: Write informative/explanatory texts 

to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly. 

Next Generation Science 

Standards 

5-ESS3-1: Obtain and combine information about ways individual 

communities use science ideas to protect the Earth’s resources 

and environment 

Integrated Environmental 

and Sustainability 

Standard 3: Sustainability and Civic Responsibility: Students 

develop and apply the knowledge, perspective, vision, skills, and 

habits of mind necessary to make personal and collective 

decisions and take actions that promote sustainability. 

 

Setting: Inside and/or outside 

 

Time: 30 minutes 

- However, the Salish Sea Stewards Challenge will continue to the end of the unit with the 

goal of extending these practices as ongoing habits. 

 

Materials 

- Salish Sea Watersheds Challenge paper (one per student) 

- Can be found online at: 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/540cdc7ce4b0dacce66959fe/t/58d018be2

9687f982c540a16/1490032832066/SalishSeaChallenge2017b.pdf 

- Computer 

- Screen, whiteboard, or something to project video onto 

- Map of Salish Sea (can be found at the end of this lesson) 

- What is Carbon Footprint?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YseZXKfT_yY  

- Water Pollution by Smart Learning for All 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93BqLewm3bA 

- EekoWorld PBSKids  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93BqLewm3bA  

 

http://www.gardensalishsea.org/
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Vocabulary 

- Steward - a caretaker or person who practices sustainable ways to help protect our 

environment for future generations 

- Conservation - protection of things found in nature 

 

Procedure 

- Warm Up  

- The students will be working on the Garden of the Salish Sea Curriculum for the next 

month. They will be learning about many different topics that are related to the 

Salish Sea.  

- Show your students the map of the Salish Sea (this is also on their cover page of 

their science notebook). 

- What do they know about the Salish Sea? Do they know where their school is 

located on the map? Do they know about any environmental problems that 

are affecting the Salish Sea? 

- Activity 

- The Salish Sea is facing a serious problem - water pollution. Watch Water Pollution 

by Smart Learning for All to understand the meaning of water pollution. The link is 

here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93BqLewm3bA 

- Discuss new things the students learned from the video. What could they do 

to help decrease the water pollution? 

- Another problem the Salish Sea is facing is carbon dioxide emissions. 

- .This website is a great way to introduce carbon dioxide emissions. 

https://climatekids.nasa.gov/menu/carbons-travels/. There are a couple 

listed below, but please use what you think will best attend to your students’ 

needs.  

- 10 Things About Air: https://climatekids.nasa.gov/10-things-air/ 

- Carbon Gallery: https://climatekids.nasa.gov/carbon-gallery/ 

- What did they learn? What are carbon dioxide emissions? 

- Extra: This video introduces carbon footprint. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YseZXKfT_yY 

- What did they learn? What is carbon footprint?  

- They will be environmental stewards! What is a steward? How will they be 

stewards? 

- Steward - a person who takes care of the environment and practices 

sustainable ways to help protect our environment for future generations 

- Introduce the Salish Sea Stewards Challenge. They will be taking this home and 

working on this with their families and communities. Please emphasize that this 

challenge is an ongoing challenge and will last until at least to the end of the 

curriculum designed to help students and families develop sustainable habits. 

- Please encourage them to continue being stewards when the challenge is 

over! 

- As a class, you could continue this challenge for the rest of the school year! 

http://www.gardensalishsea.org/
https://climatekids.nasa.gov/menu/carbons-travels/
https://climatekids.nasa.gov/10-things-air/
https://climatekids.nasa.gov/carbon-gallery/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YseZXKfT_yY
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Assessment 

- Exit Ticket/Discussion 

- What does it mean to be a steward? What will they do as stewards? 

- What is the Salish Sea? 

- What is at least one problem the Salish Sea is facing? 

- At the end of the unit, each student will write a paragraph describing their challenge 

action(s) and why it is important. Optionally students can draw a picture of themselves 

doing a Challenge action.  Teachers will ask for student volunteers to share their Challenge 

with the class and discuss each individual’s Salish Sea Challenge results. What did they 

learn? Why is practicing watershed healthy habits important for the ecosystem and for 

people? How can our choices impact the environment? What is at least one take-away they 

have from this activity? 
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